Colourline painting by Bracha L. Ettinger: the transject as abstract-realist artwork in an analogue-dialogue with the (un)heimliche
and red colourlines, always subtly tuned to each other between red and blue scanning stripes and trembling white shades, are entangled in pictorial resonances with greys and parchment-coloured in-between images. 5 Recently, these images have been transformed into a full screen abstract colourline painting. Ettinger's red and purple paintings of her Rather, it has an autonomous source in feminine difference. It either precedes (probably) or co-exists with the phallic objet a.' 13 However, both co-exist on the level of the artwork:
Art bears the traces of the phallic and matrixial objet(s) a of its creation. The work of art we create, and the work of art in which we take part as viewers, is not only the gaze approaching us. The matrixial gaze is what metramorphoses us into partial-objects and partial-subjects in a matrix larger than our separate one-selves. 14 Bracha L. Ettinger's transjective colourline painting and 'matrixial borderlinking and differenciating/differentiating' time-space in fact turns-over the postmodern unheimlich artwork which was disconnecting from every 'heimlich' potential. 15 The uncanny image of late-postmodernism mimics the 'unheimliche' on an often pseudo-heimlich way, namely in terms of a reconstruction of this 'unheimliche', which was rather an odd thing to do, especially because this had to trigger a banalization of the same or a different 'unheimliche' in order that a conceptual, rational and/or politicized 'home' could be reconstructed beyond the artwork, but a home that wasn't 'imaged'. These unheimlich so- Our reading of Freud's "The uncanny" allows us to conclude that the unconscious subject is formed not only by lost phallic part-objects and the split-off or fused phallic Others, but also by matrixial transformations in the co-emerging I and non-I and their matrixial objects. 16 And she writes further:
Even if the difference between the two remains in an always too early which is always too late for the Phallus, a matrixial difference is produced with-in and is accompanied by a matrixial affect that is in itself a channel for the inscription of different passages from Thing to object. Matrixial affects arise in the process of creating and viewing art, and matrixial phenomena inside and alongside the uncanny bear witness to their working-through.
17
This doesn't signify that there can't be imagined a new phallic gaze from here, maybe even the possibility of 'an enough/ enoughness', which could be a new phallic gaze 
